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CI NGE3 fl BRJING STRENGTH OF WOOL UD 
ACRYLIC BLANKETS RßULTING FRON LAUNDERING 

CH4PTR I 

INTRODuCTION 

The ear1ist blankets, ihich probsb]y were skins, 

were Lollowed. by wool fabrics. t first the wool blan- 

kets were Lulled, and. later they were napped to :ive more 

warnth with lihtor weight. The need. for less expensive 

b1nkets brought cotton. into the market not much over 

fifty years ao (3). This need for a less expensive 

b1anT.et with the ood qualities of wool probably was one 

of th factors which prompted introduction many 

cther fibers into use in blankets. Now th.t other fibers 

are being used for blankets, there is a great need to 

know ior about them. 

Some blankets wre iilade of te iian-ade fibers be- 

fcre i;40, but there wae a considerable inore&se in the 

use of ttan-tade fibers between lj4O aad 1945 as a result 

of war-time deijianda fcr WOi. Althou6ì'ì soue infor.Laation 

was known about acryonitril. before 1940, it was at this 

time that the DuPont Coen.ny decided upon acrylics as a 

uiajor research project, and acrylic fibers evolved in 

Germany and. the Uuited States in l9. However, because 

of sDinning difficulties, they were ot produced in 
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quantity u.ntil 1948, when. the DuPont Company manufactured 

Orlon, the first acrylic fiber (34, p. 419). In 1951 the 

Chemstrand Corporation introduced its first acrylic fiber, 

Acrilan, for mass production. crilan appeared in blan- 

kets in 1955 (8, p. 5-8). 

Today blank9ts are made from such fibers as wool, 

cotton, Orlon, Dynel, rayon, Acrilan, nylon, end Verel, 

and 1if2erent coibinations of cne, two, or three of these 

Libers. how greatly and. rapidly the consner has accepted 

the newer fibers in b1ankes is shown by b1anket sales of 

1956, when 2,200,000 wool blankets were sold in comparison 

to 19,200,000 blankets composed wholly or chiefly of syn- 

thetic fibers (6). 

Advantages and. Disadvar.tares 

Until recently the shopper who wanted a high quality 

blanket was likely to look for one of 100 percent virgin 

wool, The advantages and disadvantages of wool were fair- 

ly well kown. Only the most recent investigations (5; 

6; 8; 16; 41) have given the consumer any information about 

synthetic fibeis used. in blank3ts. The acrylic fibers, 

Acrilan, Orlon, and Verel, the most recently introduced, 

are thought to have many propertias desired. in blankets. 

Their biggest advantages over wool seem to be taeir diiuien- 

sional stability, or lack of shrinkage, their strength and 

their resistance to insects Other advantageous 
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characteristics they are reported to have are high insu- 

lating properties in the staple fiber, high bulking power, 

and sorne resilience. They have been a boon to the fiber 

allergic person, and they are less expensive than. wool for 

blankets of comparable quality. Their disadvantages in- 

clude a dead, springless feel after washing and greater 

pilling after laundering as a result of greater fiber 

strength. 

elingof Textiles and Our Need for InÍormaton on 
e 

With many new fibers being used, it is essential that 

we know rnore 3.bout tnem to be better buyers and. users of 

coninercial goods, and to know how to care for these goods. 

So synthetic fibers first used in blankets have almost 

disappeared. Fart of this situation is caused by made- 

quate petesting of these fibers in blankets, and the con- 

sumers' disappointments with blankets made from these 

fibers. It is important that we test blankets made from 

new fibers to see how they compare to the old standard of 

wool. Information helpful to the consumer should appear 

on blankeG labels. 

The Wool Products Labeling Act which becane effective 

in 1941 requires that all products containing new, reproc- 

essed and reused wool be so designated on the label and 

indicate tne percentage of wool content (52, p. 80). This 

act focused attention on the Liber composition of consumer 
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¿oods, and pointed t1e wa for investigation in this 
area. It has inspir;d th consumer to ask for mure nd 

bettei 1abe1iii and has helped reat1y in knowing how 

to US3 aLad cìre for cnsuiner goods. The . xti1e Fiber 
Iroducts Identification Act of ?larch l'6O does much the 
same thins for ian-made fibers that the wool 1abe1in 

act did. for wool (52, p. 11). The more coip1ete label- 
i of textile goods as s.ecifiea in the re' act should 
be of even greater value to th consuer t n the pre- 
vious act. 

This investigation was sugested. from a study of wool 

and scrylic blankets conducted at Oregon 3tate university 
(8;41). It was found that wool auj. acrylic blankets were 

stronger after laundering than before, and it was hypotii- 

esized. tnat a factor in this change night be the matting 
of the nap on the surface of the blankets. The problem 

has been to deterihine whether this hypothesis was correct. 
The 100 percent wool, 100 percent :\.crilan, and 100 

percent Orlon blankets purchased in l957-5 for the earlier 
study were usec in the presnt investigation. study was 

made of the effects of 1aunderin 10 times and of denap- 

ping upon breakin strength, thickness, and yarn count. 



CakTER II 

RVI OF LITERATURE 

rccordi to JacoLs, (29) style, appearance, service- 

ability, and cost are competitive requirements of a textile 

and will influence its future use. 

Dillon (12, p. 300-304) states that to be successful 

a fiber must meet the requirements of availability, reason- 

able price, and superior properties. on the textile 

properties he listed for r.tinb a superior product and 

which would be related to wool and acrylic blanJets aro 

yarn count, thickness, dimension.al stability, breaking 

strenti, pilling, abrasion and durability. 

Fiber COxitt ¿u.J Durability 

Coleman () suggested shrink-resistant wool, and all- 

Orlon blankets as giving good value for household purposes 

and a life of lon service if well cared for. These blan- 

kets retained high dimensional stability, very good hand, 

nap, and color and showed only a slint tendency to pill- 

in in dry cleaning. 

Viemont, Hays, and O'Brien (57, p. l) submitted that 

durability came next to warmth when selectirg a blanket. 

Durability depends upon the auality of Lhe fiber used in 

the yarns, the amount of nappin, and to sonic extent upon 

the original size of the blaket as well as ìOW it is 



washed. 

Yarn Count 

Rogers, Hays, and Hardy (L4) stated that both the 

warp and filling yarn counts of blankets made from vari- 

ous blends of wool and wool and mohair increased during 

the first 6 washes. This result was verified by Hays, 

.lmquist, and Hardy (23, p. 12) when they stated that the 

yarn count of foui types of all-wool blankets composed of 

blends of wool increased with scouring and launderi:.g. 

s the blankets shrank, the yarn count er inch increased. 

The weight and type of Orlon blanket that is to be 

produced governs the yarn size, twist, and construction 

(L6). 

Elmquist and Hays (1) in teir study of all-wool 

blankets stated that there was an increase in yarn count 

of tue laundered blankets over the unlaundered blankets, 

and ie increase was related to shrinkage. The filling- 

wise yrn count was larger than the warpwise yarn count 

of tue laundered blankets, 

- n L'-n n r, e 

Schiefer, ('+7, p. 271) in testing blankets of 

different fiber compositions, soae c-3ntaining 100 percent 

virgin wool, found that 

"nen a blanket shrinks the tiickness at a iressure 



of 0.10 ouiid per inch i incrLsed, ant when it 
bocoxies felteì die density is incresd and the 
thickness at 0.10 pound pei' inh is decreasd. 
However, if furthr shrinkage occurs during felt- 
ing th thi :kness may be increased.. As all of 
the changes occurred when the blan.kts were washed, 
the thickncss at 0.01 pound t inch showed no con- 
sistant increase or decrease. This is not true for 
the thiokness at a pressure of 1.0 pound per inch. 
because the tbicknes at this pressure is not great- 
ly affected by £1tin:. Leundering incressed the 
the thickness at 1.0 pound pe inch, most of the 
increase beine: obtained in th first washin. owing 
to the shrinkage." 

hogers, Hays, and Hardy (L4) noted that after the 

first test ceriod blankets made frorn various blends of 

all-wool and wool and mohair increased in thickness. 

They also observed that increased 1auiiderin did iot 

produce greater changes than could be expected. 

In testing all-wool blanicets, Jackson and. ranor (28) 

detected an increase in yain thickness die to shrinkage 

after laundering at high temperatures and ith great a- 

mounts of friction. In Consumer £eports (5) it vs stat- 

ed that thickness of 31 all-wool 3lankets was increased 

by laundering. Fahnstock and Stout (16) in testing 100 

percent Acrilan, 100 percent Orlon, and 100 percent wool 

blankets observed an increase in thickness with shrinkage 

except for Orlon, which chaned little dimensionally but 

became thinner and libhter, indictiia a loss of fiber. 

Although tt1e shrinkage of blankets was not measured 

hl this study (it ws included in original study), shrink- 

age ann felting are closely related. to thickness. 



3hrinkag 

echanica1 stability is the ability to maintain dimen- 

sions under varyin conditions of temperature, huinicity, 
and, distortion. A blanket shoLid, be bi enough to cover 
the sleeper adequotely anì maintain useful size. In tests 
coiiducted by Coleman (9) three blankets were given high 

ratings because of their high dimensional stability. The 

blankets were made of sbrin-resistant wool, ail-Orlon, 
and a blend of 50 percent ool and, 50 peicent Orlon. 

Shiefer, et al. (47, p. 271) in their tests of a large 
nurnber of blankets of different fiber composition mentioneJ 

that the shrinkage increased consistently with the number 

of washings. Rogers, Hays, and Llardy (4L.) i:. their study 
of blankets made from vrious blends of all-wool and wool 

and mohair noticed that all of the blankets shrank during 
the first 12 launderings, but did. not shrink more :fter 
i,,he twelfth laundering. ays, .lmquist and Hardy (23, p.9) 

on tests of four blends of wool observed that blankets con- 

tinued to shrink with service, although the greatest 
changes occurred during the first twelve washes. They 

also discovered that there was greater percentage change 

in length than in idth, Schiefer, et al. (47, p. 271) 

in their study of blankets of different compositions re- 
ported that all of the blankets they tested shrank in 
both the warp and fillin directions w.en washed. LIOSt 



shrixilcage occurred in the first laundering, although it 
increased consistently. Shrinkage in the warp direction 
was double that of the filling direction. 

Gilmcre and Hess (19) found that shrinkage resulted 
from both types of cleaning, but dry cleaning caused less 
shrinkage than laundering of all-wool blankets and. blan- 

kets of various fiber contents. Coleman (9) in her study 

of blankets made from 100 percent wool, man-Ánade fibers, 
and blends stated that in general dry cleaning is a better 
method than laundering for cleaning blankets. The on.y 

exception that did, not show much imrovament over launder- 

ing was the ail-Orlon blanket for which dry cleaning was 

only slightly superior. 
Hays, Elmquist, and Hardy (2, p. 9) discovered that 

blankets nade from fine wool shrank more than those com- 

posed of coarse wool. 

A Consumer Reports (5) study of thirty-three differ- 
ent blankets found that the lOO percent Acrilan blanket 

shrank less than 1 percent in the warp and. filling direc- 
tions while only six of the thirty-one all-wool blankets 

shrank less than 8 percent. 
Jackson and Cranor (28) found that the greatest 

amount of shrinkage and felting oQcurred. when all-wool 

blankets were washed at a high temperature and with a 

great amount of friction. This treatment made the blan- 

kets more harsh, compact, inelastic, and "dead feeling". 
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The specimens that were washed for a short period of time, 

i.e., 3 minutes, wa.sred, rinsed, and dried at the sa.e 

temperature did not shriruc, showed even margins, and were 

soft and fluffy. The hand suction dasher used at low 

speeds av good reslts in washing as did txe vacuum cup 

machine. 

blanzeI,s differ considerably iì..t he arn.unt of 

napping and feltin, since all blankets are shrunic or full- 

ed. alter we.vin. schiefer, et al. (47, p. 262) in their 

study of blamets of different fiber compositions stated 

that new bi ..nkts which have been felted to a high degree 

befre luunàerir will not show the sane amount of srrinkage 

as blankets which are less felted and more fluffy, soft 

aiid flsxible. They concluded that the main changes in the 

characteristic: of blankets probably ar3 caused by launder- 

ing or dry clening, and that high or uncontrolled temper- 

ature, hih alkalinity, and excessive agitation are the 

factors which cause shrinkage in wool. As most people de- 

sire soft, flexible, fluffy blankets both when new and. 

after use, it is important to control these factors when 
lathidering blankes, especially on the more fluffy, less 

felted wool. The low degree of shrinkage has been one of 

the best selling points for synthetic blankets. 

Standards of the otel urchasing Guide specify tht 

maximum shrinkage of woven blankets be 8 percent in laun- 

dering and 2 percent in dry cleaning. FaLnestock and 
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Stout (16) found that by these standards the performance 

of rcri1afl and Orlon blankets was satisfactory by all 

uethods of cleaning, but wool blankets were aot accept- 

able by either utethod. Lack of' shrinkage plus the ability 

to kee. high loft is one of the biggest selling points of 

the new ?ark III .icriian fiber (1;4). 

Lawsen (32, p. 351) reported a study conducted at a 

hospital where regular hospital blankets were treated with 

Cyanimid Lanaset hesin. After six standard hospital wash- 

ins untreated blankets showed 'a shrinkaae of' as high as 

42 percent hreas the Lanaset ±esin treat3d. blankets had 

lost on±y to inches in width and. one and one fourth inches 

in lengti and. showed no signs of felting." 

Schiefer, et al. (47, . 271 reported the probleuts of 

felting and utatting in relation to laundering and shrinkage 

to blankets of different fiber compositins. 

"It accounts in part for the increase in break- 
ing strength and thickness and for th decrease 
in air permeability. In addition to shrinicae, 
the blankets beco:e felted. or matted during wash- 
ins. This condition is rneasurd by the change 
in conipressibility. A high value for conapressi- 
bility indicates a greeter amount of felting or 
flatting. The considerable decrease in conapress- 
ibility with the nuiber of washings indicated 
that the blanket became felted or matted. This 
change affects the feel to the hands arid also the 
appear:nce of the blanket. Brushing or renapp- 
ing of th: blanket after washing decreased these 
changes and restored the blanket ialore nearly to 
its condition when new. . blanket which becane 
felted. during washing incre'sed. in breaking 
strength and decreased in air peruteability." 
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Strength 

A blanket should be strong enough to undergo normal 

laundering, the abrasin of average use, and when wet and 

placed properly over at least two lines to be.r the weight 

of the water and ìot tear apart. blanket shold be 

strong enough to withstand th3 pulling and twisting of the 

average sleeper. 

\Jool, the first fiber used for blankets, is naturally 

a reltively weak fiber, but many of' the synthetic fibers, 

including Orlon and Acrilan are stronger (ls). The 

strength of a blanket is determined by th size and amount 

of twist of the yarn, number of yarns per inch, the type 

of weave and finishing processes, as well as the fiber 

content. 

The warp yarns of most fabrics are much stronger than 

the fillin yarns, and this is especially true of blanket. 

Blankets may either ccntain warp yarns that are tightly 

twisted or core warp yarns. A core yarn is one in which 

a stronger fiber, such as cotton or nylon is used as the 

core and tbe wool or other fiber is wrapped aroux.d it for 

extra nap and warmth (; 57, p. 12). In all-wool blankets 

the warp yarns generally are relatively tightly twisted 

while the filling yarns are quite loosely twisted to allow 

for a high nap. 

Consumer Reports (5) found that 31 all-wool and. 1 all- 

Acrilan blanket increased in strength after 6 launderings 
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and suggested that felting of the fibers was the cause. 

Rogers, Flays, and Hardy (Lt4, p. 321) in their study of 

blankets made from various blends of wool found that in 

both the warp and filling directions, and by both the 

ravel-strip and the grab meihods there was a significant 

difference in strength between the unlaundered blankets 

and those laundered 12 times. Further signiíicant 

changes in strength did not occur with increased launder- 

ing after the twelfth time. 

Fahnestock and Stout (16) in their study of 100 per- 

cent Acrilan, loo percent Orlon, and lOO percent wool 

blankets found that all blankets had what they considered 

satisfactory strength. 

If there are relatively few yarns per inch and the 

manufacturer overnaps the blanket to make it appear thick 

and fluffy the tensile strength of a blanket may be great- 

ly reduced. Even if the yarn count is hher, if the 

blanket is overnapped, it may be unduly weakened. This 

is particularly true if the fibers used in the yarns are 

short or loosely caught in the yarn. Jackson and Cranor 

(28) cite just such an example. In some of the wool 

blankets they tested, they discovered that the blankets 

were overnapped for extra warth, but these blankets were 

not sufficiently strong to withstand wear and laundering. 

Hess and Saville (24, p. 1058) observed the same situation 

in the wool blankets they studied - overnapped for warmth, 
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and not strong enough to withstand wear. They also ststed 

that the rcsearch indicating that nap is the essential 

ingredient for warmth has caused the trend toward long, 

fluff:, light blankets. "The consumer will soon find that 

a long, compact nap indicates warmth, and that althouch 

weight may not indicate strength and durability, extreme 

lack of weight indicates lack of strength and durability." 

Hess and Saville (24) reported that their tests show- 

ed. that all blankets of all-wool in the unfinished state 

had strong filling yarns, the weakest having 27 pounds 

breaking strength for a 1-inch strip. After the blankets 

had been finished their strength had been rethiced 62 to 

81 percent by the finishing processes. The weakest blan- 

ket had a strenth of only 6 pounds. The percentage loss 

in breaking strength in the fillingwise direction varied 

from 25 to 28 percent. 

In determining what would be a desirable strength 

for blankets, Edwards (11+, p. 202) reported that in recent 

studies of wool blankets the "tensile strength for the 

warp per inch varied from 5.5 to 17 pounds," and the fill- 

ing "ranged from 27 pounds don to as low as pounds." 

She also suggested that standards be established for t) 

tensile strength of blankets of different fiber composi- 

tion, and stated that "in no case should the innm ten- 

sile strength of warp be less than 5 or 40 pounds per 

inch and of the filling not less than 20 pounds.' George 
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H. Johnson, of the merican Institute of Laandering (24) 

st&ted. that a ainirum strength of at least 15 pounds is 

essentii i in the fi11in of wool blankets in order that 

yarns which are weaker when wt cn withstand the added 
weight cf water in laundering. In studies made by Hess 

and Saville (24) only two oí the six all-wool blankets 

they tested were stron enou,h to withstand wear nd cle:-in- 

in for a reasonable period of use. The warp was suffi- 

ciently strong, but the fil1inwise brea1cin strenths of 

two blankets were 5 and 9 touiids. In en investigation 

by Ccnsiiier's Union (6) the all-rool blankets proved rei- 

atively deficient, and only the :ost expensive blanket 

studied had a fillingwise strength of more than 20 pounds. 

Not of the all-synthetic blankets exceeded this strength 

appreciably. In other testix of thirty-three different 

brands of blankets reported by Consurier Reports (5) ali 

of the blankets differed in tnsile strength but were 

judged to hïve sufficient strength för normal re;uire- 

ients. The authors dd not montion s'hat they considered 
sufficient strength. 

Other qualities of blankets which were not tested, 

but which the author feels are important to review hare 

are pilling and abrasion. There are many more qualities 

that are both interesting and important such as wrmth, 

static electricity, ulammab±lity, color, air permeability, 

weight, coniressional resilience, and uniformity of the 
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fiber. 

.LillinR and. .orasion 

iilling was a prob1e in sorne of the first synthetic 

b1.nkes, and some :pilling was observed on the Orlon blan- 

kets in the oriina1 study (41, p. 75). ki.11ing may be 

defined as the formation of small balls of fiber over the 

surface cf the fabric. Gintis and Mead (20) found that 

the stronger fibers tended to pill more than weak ones. 

Jhen the fabric is abraded or pulled, it does not break 

SS ifl the case of a weak fiber, but holdsand. forms a pill. 

A fiber tnat is held only t one end can align itself with 

the abrading action and thus escpe When 

abraded, loose ends on the fabric did not pill or grow 

longer, but forrned ne fuzz. iills formed from weaker 

fibers tended to break off. "It is significant that even 

with the weakest fibers tested there was no evidence of 

fiber breaking or wearing away unless these fibers were 

engged in pills." (20, p. 579) 

Coleman (9) stated that the shrinkage-resistant wool, 

the all-Orion, and the 50 percent wol-50 percent Orlon 

blend blankets pilled only slightly in dry cleaning, 

whereas se of the blankets of other fiber content that 

were tested pilled badly. 

Fletcher (1g) reported that cotton, ;;ool, and silk 

were about eçual in their resistance to abrasion. Among 



synthetics, nylon excelled above all 

inc1uding ícrilan and Orlon, and all 

resistaace io abrasion, 

.brasion on a fabric, according 

(11.7, p. 272) decreases the thickness 

thermal transmission and air permeab 

Summary 
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other synthetics, 

other fibers in its 

to Schiefer, et 1. 

and increases the 

ti ity. 

It would appear from these references th?.t many blan- 

kets today may b lacking in strenL,th, that synthetic 

blankets may he much stronger than wool blankets, and that 

stndards for minimum strength of blankets need to be set 

by co-oerative agreement of the manufacturers or by law. 

These standards might be 35 to '4-O pounds warpwise and not 

less than 20 pounds for the fillingwise ectio. 

In relation o causes of increase ir breaking strongth, 

as a result of laindering, practically ali authors seemed 

to agree that it was caused by shrinkage of the blankets, 

thus iving iore yarns per inch, and the feltin of the 

fibers. None of the authors stated that they had corn- 

pleted any test to prove that this was the case. iven 

Acrilan blankets increased in strength and again, it was 

sugested that felting of the fibers was the cause. Blan- 

kets tht were used as well as laundered were lower in 

strength tests than those just laundered. There was 

difference in the amount of gain in strength in relation 



to the fiber content. The range in the laundering period 

at which shrikae stopped varied from 12 to 48 launder- 

ins. 
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CHkPTE3 III 

?1ETHOD ND PRO CiDURS 

One-hundr3d. percent cri1an, lac percent Orlon, nd 

100 percent wool blanket3 were used. The 36 blankets 

studied. included three each of twelv2 lines of blankets. 

One line cf crilan and one of Orlon were manufactured by 

the sine coffitany. Blankets of different fiber composition 

were chosan as much as possible to corrspond in weicht, 

thickness, yarn and fabric construction. 

.fter the blankets were laundered by a mild method, 

the cirnens were cut, raveled to 1-inch strips, and half 

the strips were denapted. The nuniber of y:rns rer inch 

was counted and thickness and breaking strength measure- 

ments were de on these srecimens. All tests were done 

under standard conditions and accordLig to procedures of 

the American Society for Testing Nterials. 

Launder3.n of Blankets 

Nine al1ons of water (with a depLh of 8.25 inches) 

were placed in an automatic, agitetor-type washing sria- 

chine. To the water (temperature 100°F -s- 

40) was added 

41 grams of a synthetic detergent; the water and synthetic 

detergent were agitated for i minute. The blanket was 

submerged in this solution for 12 minutes nd agitated 

by hand. Fol1owin this it was soaked for an additional 
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8 minutes, then the wate:: level was measured. Water wa 

extracted for 2 minutes or until all the water had been 

removed. The same temperìture and depth of ter wer3 

used for the first and second rinses. The blanket was 

soaked for 3 minutes, agitated by hand, and soaked for 2 

extra minutes. The hlarLkets were srì ftr 2 minutes or 

until th surplus water was removed. This rinsing and. 

extracting procedure was repeated a second tie after 

which the blanket wss removed from the washer. 

n electric dryer which was preheated for 5 minutes 

at medium or ttblanket!! heat was used partially to dry the 

blankets for 10 minutes. Drying was completed overnight 

at room termerature while the blanket hung over two lines. 

A fan was used to circulate the air and accelerate drying. 

rreparaìion of 3peciuiens 

Because of the limited amount of fabric available and 

the greater changes in breaking strength in the f illin- 

wise than in the warpwise direction, the fillingwise 

hrking strength was studied. Rogers, Hays, and dardy 

(24.4, 321) stated, "Investigators studying fiber or con- 

struction differences in blankets and wishing to reduce 

the testing load or save te3t material might limit the 

study to filling breaking strength by the strip method." 

Yarns re pulled to establish the straight of rain 

warpwise and fillingwise, and a die the exact size of the 
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sample was placed. in line with these yarns. Because 

some of the blankets were poorly tentered, they were 

quite skewed (especially noticeable next to the blanket 

binding at the ends of the blanket). Eight samples 1.5 

inches wrwise by 6 inches fihlingwise were cut from 

each b1..nket according to the method of the A.merican 

Society for Testing Naterials (54-, p.3). Specimens 

were randomized as well as possible. The strips rre 

then raveled to 1 inch in width by means of a pick 

needle. 

Half of the 576 strips were denapped. fter trials 

to remove the nap with scissors and an electric razor, 

it was found thìt electric hair clippers were most 

effective and removed the nap much more smoothly than 

the scissors. Time in denapping each specimen was cut 

from approximately 30 minutes per blanket specimen with 

the scissors to about 5 minutes with clippers. Caution 

was tai:en to hold the clippers at the correct angle to 

avoid shaving off the raveled edges or cutting speciniens 

in half. Shaving the nap in the warp direction or across 

the inch width was preferable to shaving in the 

1enthwise direction because the clippers were less 

likely to catch and cut raveled yarns. ¿Uso, the 

clippers would not cut the nap on the lengthwise of 

the stripe at times, but slipped over the top. The 

nap was removed from both sides of the specimens as 
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closely as posib1e without harming the basic yarn 

structure. 

Yarn Count 

fter the denaping process, the number of yarns per 

inch was counted in both the wrp and filling directions, 

and. the width of the samples was checked. Yarns were re- 

moved as necessary. 

Yarns were counted with a yarn counter over a lighted 

surface. ll counts were made twice or until they 

checked. 

Thickness 

Â Frazier compressometer and a method adapted from 

the American Society for Testing Naterials desination 

D39-'4-9 were used. to measure the thickness of each sample. 

The smple was centered upon the base of the compresso- 

meter under the pressure foot, smoothly but :ithout 

tension. The pressure foot was then lowered on the 

fabric slowly and with:ut impact until the upper dial 

indicated that a pressure of 0.05 pound. per inch had 

been applied. After 10 seconds had elapsed the pressure 

was read and recorded to the nearest 0.001 inch. If 

there was great difference in one sample as compared with 

the rest of the samples from tht blanket, the nap of the 

sample was clipped until the thickness was within 0.005 
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inches of the rest of the specimens of the sanie blanket. 

Breaking Strength 

The samples were laid out on trays or hung on lines 

2L4. hOur3 before the ieasurement of breaking strength was 

taken on the Scott Breaking Strength Tester of the pen- 

dulum type. The A.S.T.N. raveled-strip method was used. 

statistical Treatment 

The sinificnce of difference between means for yarn 

count, thickness, and breaking strength after O and 10 

launderings was determined by the t test (51, p. 65). 



CIAi'TEi IV 

DISCUSSION OF DATA 

tarn Count 
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The yrn count of acrylic blankets changed only 

slightly after laundering, whereas that of ;ool blan- 

kets increased considarably. There was only slight 

change in the warp yarn count of' acrylic blankets before 

and after laundering, a mean decrease of 0.9 percent for 

the crilan blankets ancL a mean increase of 3.2 peroent 

for th Orlon blankets (Table I). .owever, there was a 

7.4 percent increase ii the number of warp yarns per 

inch for tu ..00l blancets after laundering. flere was 

OiJy a 0.3 percent increase in the number of filling 

yarns per inch in the crilan blankets, a 1.8 percent 

increase in the Orlon blarnets, and 11.2 percent Increase 

in the wool blankets. Th greatest increase in filling 

yarn coußt aftr laundering was in wool blankets 9 and 

in with an 11 percent increase. 

In general, the number of yarns per inch was greater 

in the warp tiîsn in the filiin direction. ihis relation- 

ship probably was associated with the larger size of the 

loosely twisted filling yarns which are adaptec to nap. 

The blankes with the highest number o werp yarns did 

not always contain the greatest nuiber of filling yarns. 



T/BLE I. CCImT PE INCH OF ULUDERED XiD LAUND.EÌED BLÀNET'S 
i1'U1; Kt!110V AL O1' I' A.h 

Fiber Warp Fi11in 
Composition 
and 81&iiket 

Un- 
laiindered. 

Launderec 
10 Times 

Difference in 
Yarn CQ).mt 

Un-. 
laundered 

Laundered 
10 Times 

Difference in 
Yarn CoUnt 

(numbepercent) (nuinber)(percent Number (number) (number) (number) (number) 
Acrilan. i 27.3 26.7 -0.6 -2.2 20.7 20.7 0.0 0.0 acrylic 

2 30.0 29.7 - .3 -1.0 30.7 O.8 .1 .3 

3 35.1 35.0 - .1 - .3 27.8 2?.8 .0 .0 
LI. 36.3 36.2 - .1 - .3 36.1 56.k .3 .8 

Ien. 32.2 31.9 - .3 - .9 28.8 28.9 .1 .3 

Orlon 5 35.6 35.7 .1 .3 36.8 37.3 .7 1.4 
acrylic 

6 2.l 24.0 .9 3.9 22.7 23.1 .- 1.8 

7 '40.5 -l.5 1.0 ¿.5 5.6 i 35.0 1.4 '4.2 

8 40.9 L'4 
: 

2.5 6.1 29.3 29.3 .0 .0 
Iiean 35.0 36.2 1.1 3.2 30.6 31.2 .6 1.8 

Wool 9 26.9 27.1 .2 .7 1.5 20.6 2.1 11.0 

10 23.7 27.8 '4.1 17.0 27.5 ¿9.7 2.2 8.0 
11 24.6 26.0 1.4 5.7 17.3 19.0 1.7 9.3 
12 31.7 33.7 2.0 6.3 '40.1 'l4.6 '4.5 11.2 

Ne 26.7 2.7 1.9 7.4 23.9 28.5 2.6 10.0 



In relating fiber content to yarn count, the Orion 

blankets averaed the highest number of yarns per inch 

before laundering and wool contained the fewest. Orion 

blankets averaged 3 yarns niore per inch in the warp 

direction than criian blankets and 9 rnore than wool 

blankets. The range of mean number of filling yarns per 

inch ws very small, from 30.6 for Orlon blankets to 28.8 

yarns for Acrilan blankets. 

The variability in nuiber of yarns per inch for a 

given blanket was low, with ranges of not more than 3 

yarns per inch. 

crilan blankets 2 and 14 contained about equal nuin- 

bers of warp and filling yarns, while wool blanket 12 had 

the poorest balance, 31.7 warp yarns per inch and 

filling yarns per inch. 

Thickness 

Ail blankets decreased in thickness after the re- 

moval of nap (Table II). This decrease ranged from a 

mean of 33.6 percent for wool blankets to 3ô.5 percent 

for Acrilan blankets before laundering. Thus thickness 

of the blankets was decreased by about one-third by the 

removal of the nap. (Pit I. D. 29) 

There ws a greater mean decrease in thickness upon 

removal of nap from the majority of unlaundered than 



TABLE II, THICKINSS OF UNLAUNDERED UTD LUNDEED BL1.N(ET3 
Bi?ORE AND I.FTER RE?iOVL 'F NAP 

Fiber 
. Un1au-idered ______ Laundered 

ith ithou i)ecre3e in 
Conposition .ith without 

j 

i)ecr3ase in 
and Blanket 

: 

Np Nap Thickness 
Number (1/000 (1/000 (1/000 

i 
(per- 

izicn) inch) inch) cent) 

Nap 
(1/)00 
inch) 

ìap 
(1/000 
inch) 

Thickness 
(17O10 
inch) 

(per- 
cent) I- 

Acrilan 
I 

acrylic i 1 92 52 36.1 15 91 5k 37.2 
2 169 109 60 35.6 14-1 100 kl 29.0 
3 220 125 95 a3.O 203 128 75 36.9 
L4. 220 13 86 39.5 216 132 84 38.3 

Nea.n 1.3 11.5 73 3d.5 176 113 63 35.5 
Orlon 
acrylic 5 212 141 71 33.4 207 1A'O 67 32.1 

6 210 133 77 36.6 206 131 75 36.5 
7 216 138 78 3o.l 220 l6 7 33.6 
a 261 153 18 41.7 250 l9 101 

Mean 225 1LI.l 83 36.9 221 141 79 35.7 
rOOl 9 195 128 63 3'.8 190 133 57 30.0 

lo 200 127 73 36.5 205 l'43 62 30.2 
il 229 176 53 23.2 2k3 155 88 36.2 
12 266 . 160 106 39.9 275 178 97 35.3 

?íean 222 , 148 75 
I 

33.6 u 225 , 1,2 76 32.9 
ru 



TABLE III. 

DIPPERENCES IN THICKNESS &ITWEEN 
UNLÀUNDERED AND LAIJND.ERED BLKETS 

ziber H 

Conposition Jith Na without Nap 
andB1anket i ___ 
Nunber (1000 inch)! (percent) 1(1030 inch)1(ercent)j 

.Acrilan 
I 

acrylic J. 1.0 0.7 i - 1.0 - 1.1 

2 -28.0 -16.6 - 9.0 - 8.3 

3 
; 

-17.0 t - 7.7 1 2.'4 
4 - 4-.0 - 1.8 - 2.0 

I 

1.7 
Mean 12.0 - 6.k _ 2.2 ¿.1 

Orlon 
acrylic 5 - 5.0 - 2.k - 1.0 - .7 

6 - L..0 - 1.9 » - 2.0 - 1.5 

7 4.0 1.9 8.0 ' 5.8 

8 -11.0 - 4.2 - 4.0 - 2.6 
Nean - '4-.0 - 1.7 .3 1.2 

Wool 9 - 7.0 - 2.h 5.0 3.9 
10 5.0 2.5 16.0 12.6 
11 1L.0 6.1 -21.0 -L1.9 
12 9.0 3.4- 18.0 11.2 

Nean 6.0 I 2.14 14.0 3.9 



Acrilan Blanket i 

The thinnest blanket 
in this study 

---- 
7 - 

L j 

Orlon Blanket 7 
Next to thickest blanket 

in this study 

Wool Blanket 12 

Thickest blanket in study 

PLATE I. WOOL AND ACRYLIC BLANiOETS 
BEFORE AND AFTER RNOVAL OF NAP 
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laundered blankets. This result would be expected, as 

the nap miht mat slightly in laundering. However, there 

was not a wide difference between the mean decreases in 

the thicknesses of the unlaundered and the laundered 

bi ank e t s. 

The mean thicknesE of the ool blankets was greater 

than that of the acrylic blankets both before and after 

laundering except for the Orlon blankets, which were 

O.00:2ç inch thicker with nap, unlaundered than the cor- 

responding wool blankets. mcrilan blankets averaged the 

thianest, although some individual Acrilan blankets were 

as thick as individual blankets of other fibers. In 

most cases the mean thickness of the Orlon blankets was 

cujte near the ean thickness of the wool blankets. 

Both with and without nap 3 out of '4- of the Orlon 

and Acrilan blankets decreased in thickness while 3 out 

of 4 of the wool blankets increased in thickness after 

laundering (Table III). The acrylic blankets must have 

either matted with laundering, or some of the nap may 

have washed away as loose fiber in laundering, while 

shrinkage would account for the increase in thickness of 

the wool blankebs. There was a slight increase in yarn 

count in the Orlon blankets, but a general decrease in 

thickness, which would indicate some of the same results 

as listed for the Acrilan blankets. 

The increase in both the thickness and, the yarn 



cout of the wool blankets .as associated with shriukae. 

ll of the wool blsnkts shrank in either the warp or the 

filling direction or both (41, p. 372-373). 

Breaking Strength 1er Inch 

11 of the blankes decreased in strength per inch 

as a result of the removal of nap (Table IV). This de- 

crease varied from 7.0 (Acrilan blanket 2) to 73.9 (Orlon 

blanket 7) percent for the unlaundered and from 8.5 (wool 

blanket 10) to 66.8 (Orlon blanket 8) percent for the 

laundered blankets. (Plat' II. p 34) 
Not all of the blonkets increased in strength per 

inch as a result of l:unàering (Table V). Wool blankets 

9 and 11 with nap ±nd Orlon blanket 3 and wool blanket 9 

without nap decreased slightly in strenth per inch after 

laundering. The difference in breaking strength per inch 

with nap before and after laundering ranged from -16.7 

(wool blanket 9) to 107.5 percent (Orlon blanket 7). The 

463.4 percent gain occurred in Orlon blanket 7 without 

nap which had a breaking strength of 6.6 pounds per inch 

unlaundered and 37.2 pounds jer inch laundered. 

On the basis of the mean strength of' blankets of 

each fiber conGent, the Orlon blankets were the strongest 

per inch, both with and without nap before and after 

laundering, and. the wool blankets were the weakest. 



TABLE IV. BREAKING SrRENGTH PER I*CH OF UNLAIJNDiRÌD ¡ND LAuNDERED BLNKETB 
BEFORE AND AFTER REMOVAL OF N 

Fiber Unla 
Composition: with Jitho 
and Blanket Nap Nap 
Imer ('poimds) Çpoun 

Acrilan 
acrylic i 21.2 10.1 

i 

2' 3'-.2 31.8 

: 

23.2 16.5 

L; 33.6 23.2 

Nen 2b.O 20.4 

¡Orlon 
acrylic 5 62.2 46.2 

6 18.3 11.6 

7 25.3 6.6 

8 46.0 19.6 

Mean 38.0 21.0 

Wool 9 16.0 

10 16.3 14.7 

I 11 12.5 8.9 
12 24.0 15.3 

Mean 17.2 13.4 

d Laundered 10 Ithéi 
rease in Strength With Without Decrease in 3tren, 

Nap Nap 
ounds) (percent) Kpouiids) (pounds) (pou.nds) (percent 

11.1 52.4 26.5 19.5 7.0 26.5 

2.4 7.0 55.3 48.3 7.0 12.7 

6.7 28.8 38.0 25.0 13.0 34.2 

10.4 30.9 
: 

49.5 42.1 7.21. 1.0 
7.6 29.7 42.3 33.7 8.6 ¿2.1 

16.1 25.8 81.3 65.8 15.5 19.1 

6.7 36.6 23.7 17.2 6.5 2'/.O 

18.7 73.9 52.5 37.2 i 15.3 29.3 

26.4 : 57.4 t 47,9 15.8 32.1 66.8 

16.9 I 48.9 51.3 34.0 17.3 35.6 

1.5 9.4 15.7 l.2 2.5 l.9 
1.6 ' 10.4 23.5 21.5 2.0 ' 8.5 

3.6 28.8 : 10.8 9.0 1. ' 16.6 

8.7 36.3 39.9 22.4 17.5 L13.9 

3.9 21.2 22.5 i 16.5 5.9 21.2 

1\) 



TABLE V. 

DIFFERENCCS IN BREAKING STRENGTH PER INCH 
BETWEEN UNLAUNDERED AND LAUNDERED BLANKETS 

Fiber 
Couiposition 
and Blanket 
Number 

With Nap Without Nap 

(pounds) (percent) (pounds) (percent) 

Acrilan 
acrylic 1 5.3 25.5 9,ti 93.1 

2 21.1 61.9 16.5 51.9 

; i'i.8 63.8 8.5 51.5 

4 15.9 1k7. 18.9 81.5 

Mean 14.) 50.1 1).) 69.5 

Orlon 
acrylic 5 19.0 30.5 19.6 

6 5.4 29.5 5.6 

7 27.2 107.5 30.6 

C 1.9 tk.1 3.8 - l9.4 

Moan 1).;) 4i2.9 1,.O 

wool 9 - ., - 18.7 - 1.3 - 9.0 

10 7.2 1Jtk.2 6.8 

11 - 1.7 - l,.6 L .i 1.1 

12 15.9 66.2 7.1 

Mean 5. 19.5 .l 25.7 



wool Blanket 12 

Weakest per yarn 
in this study 

: 

Weakest per strip 
in this study 

:: 

i 
I 

Orlon Blanket 5 

StronT.est per yarn 
and per strip 
in this study 

PLATE U. WEAKEST AND STRONGEST BLANKETS 
PER YARN AND PER STRIP 
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01' the unlaundered blankets with nap, one Orlon and 

three wool blankets had fihlinwise strengths below 20 

pounds per inch, (Table IV) the inimurn fillingwise 
strength recoinmend.ed by Edward (i). 

The breatcing strength of unlaundered blankets with 
nap ranged from 12.5 (wool blanket il) Lo 62.3 (Orlon 

blanicet 5) pounds per inch. When unlaundered without 
nap, the breaking strength ranged. froî 6.6 (Orlon blau- 
ket 7) to 46.2 (0rloi blanket 5) pounds per inch. 
range in bred ;ing 3tren't.1 of laundered blankets with 
nap as from l0.3 (wool blanket 11) to 61.3 (Orlon bien- 
ket 5) pounds per Lich. fter the nap ws removed fron 
the laundered blaniets, the breaking strengta ranged 

from 9.0 (wool blanket li) to 65.8 (Orlon bl:nket 5) 

pounds per inch. 

Breaking Strength Per Yarn 

ll 01' the specimens decreaed in strength as a re- 
suit of the reovai of nap both before and after launder- 
in (Table VI). In three cases aion Orlon blankets tue 
percentage decrease in strength per yarn was greater when 

unlaundered than when luidered. However, there was no 

consistent trend in differences between percentage de- 

crese in strength of £crilau auL ool blsiii.ets fron de- 

napping when unlaundered as compared with laundered. 
There was considerable variation among the mean decreases 



TABLE VI . BREAKING STRINGTH PER YARN OF UNLAUNDERED AND L2iFND.RED BL.iIüthTS 
B±FORE AD ÁFTE 1{NOV1L OF iNP 

Fiber ., Unlaundered Laan.ered 10 Tiies 
Composition With ithout Decreast in Strength! With Without Decrease in strength 
and Blanket Nap Nap Nap Nap 
Number pouncis (pounds (pounds (percent) (pounds (pounds (pounds (percntJ 

L 
/yarn) /yarn) /yarii) /yarn): /yarn) /yarn) I 

criian 
acrylic i 1.02 

2 1.1] 

3! .83 

41 .93 
j 

Mean1 .97 

Orlon 
acrylic 5 1.75 

j 

6 .81 

71 .76 

8 1.57 

Mean 1.24 

Wool 9 .86 

lO .59 

ll .72 

12' L5 

QLi.9 

1.04 

.59 

.65 

.69 
i 

]_ .26 

.51 

.16 

.67 

.80 

.78 

.53 

.51 

.23 

o .53 

s 07 

.24 

.28 

.27 

.49 

.30 

.60 

.90 

.08 

.06 

.21 

.17 

51.0 1.28 0.9k 0.3k 26.6 

5.5 1.80 1.57 .23 12.8 

28.9 1.37 .90 L7 3L..3 

30.1 1.36 1.16 .20 lk.7 

28.9 l.L) 1.121. .3]. 22.5 

25.9 2.18 1.76 .2 19.3 

36.3 1.03 .75 .28 27.2 

73.7 1.50 1.06 .4-4 29.3 

58.1 1.63 .4 1.09 66.9 

k8.5 1.58 1.03 .56 35.7 

9.3 
L 

.76 .65 .11 1'4-.5 

10.2 
: 

' 
.72 .07 8.9 

29.2 .57 .'4-7 .10 17.5 

37.8 : .89 .50 .39 43.8 

21.6 r .75 .58 .17 21.2 



TABLE n y 

DIFFERENCES IN BREAKING STRENGTH PER YARN 
BETWEEN UNLAUNDERED AND LAUNDERED BLANKETS 

Fiber 
Conpositìon 
and Blanket 

With Nap Without Nap __________ _________ 

Nuxnber (pounds/yarn) (percent) (pounds/yarn (percent) 

Acrilan 
acrylic 1 0.26 25.5 O.k5 91.8 

2 .69 62.2 .5 51.0 

; .54 65.1 ..:l 52.5 

4 .tk) 6.2 .51 78.5 

Mean .I}8 1k9.8 
j 

.k5 68.'& 

Orlon 
acrylic 5 .43 24.6 .50 39.7 

6 .22 27.2 .4 7.l 

7 .7 97.& .,O 39.5 

a .06 ,.8 - .13 - l9. 

Mean .)6 ,8.3 .,8 26.7 

Wool 9 - .10 - 11.6 - .1 - 16.7 

10 .20 5..9 .19 )5.8 

11 - .15 - 20.8 - .o4 - 7.8 

12 .4Lk 97.8 .22 78.6 

Nean 

_____________ 

.10 

- 

6.2 

__________ 

.12 

______________ 

20.0 

________ 
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in breaking strength as a result of denaping ranging 

from 5.5 to 73.7 percent before laundering and. from 

to 66.9 percent after laundering. 

ll except three of the blankets (two with nap and 

three without nap) increased. in breaking strength per 

yarn after 10 launderins (Table VII). In the niajority 

of cases the gains in strength pei yarn after laundering 

were appreciable, the exceptions being Orlon blanket 8 

and wool blankets 9 and. 11. Omitting these three blan- 

kets, gains in strength per yarn ranged from 21-.6 to 

97.8 percent with nap and from 35.8 to 91.8 percent 

without nap, There was a high degree of variability in 

mean gains and losses in strength both with and without 

nap among blankets of' each fiber composition. Therefore, 

it would seem tbat some factor besides matting of the np 

was associated with the increases in breaking strength 

per yarn Rfter laundering. If only the matting of the 

nap had been responsible for increased strenGth per yarn, 

blankets without nap would not have been expected to in- 

crease in breaking strength. 

The t;o wool blankets that shrank most in the fill- 

ingwise direction and least in the warpwise direction 

(blankets 10 and 12) (41) increased in strength after 

laundering both with and without nap. Blankets 9 and 11, 

which shrank most warpwise and. leest fillingwise, de- 

creased in breaking strength after laundering both with 



and. without nap. 



Acrilan Blanket 4 Orlon Blanket 6 
Before After Before After 

Wool Blanket 9 

Before After 

PLATEE. CHANGiS IN APPEARANCE OF WOOL AND ACRYLIC 
BI1ANX.TS AS A RESULT GP LUNDRING 

NAP PRSNT 
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CHA.V2ER V 

SU?1'1ARY XD RCCONEND:TIONS 

The prescnt study was undertaken to deternine the 

changes f breaking strength in wool and. acrylic blan- 

kets resulting from laundering, end/cr the removal of 

nap. 

Telve lines o1 blankets, each of loo percent 

crilan, lLO percent Orlon, and 100 percent wool we 

used. Three blankets each of th l lines were srnpled. 

Eight fillingwise strips l. by 6 inches were cut from 

each of the 36 blankets. Four of the strips were de- 

napped with electric hair clippers. Yarn count an 

thickness measurements were taken after the specixiens 

had been raveled to 1 inch in width and half had been 

denapped. The strips were then broken on a scott Break- 

ing 3trenth Tester of the pendulum type. 

The significance of difference between means for 

yarn count, thickness, and breaking strength with O and 

10 launderings was deternined by the t test (51, p. 65). 

The following observations we made: all o± the 

blankets were constructed in twill weave, several of the 

blankets were skewed at the cound end of the blanket, 

and aithougu the acrylic blankets Lelt softer and fluff- 

1er than the wool blankets before laundering, they felt 

harsher afterwards. 



Yarn Cotuit 

Two enera1 types of warp yarns were used, those 

that were small -and tiht1y twisted and those that were 

about equal in size to the illig yarns. The number 

of warp yarns er inch ranged from 2 o 41 and the num- 

ber of filling yarns er mci: ranged from l' to 4 before 

laundering. Generally tnera were more yirns in the warp 

than the filling direction. 

There was slight change in the yarn count or acrylic 

blankets after laundering, wnereas the yarn count of the 

wool blankets increasea considerably. 

In both the warp and filling directions r1on bian- 

kets contained the gretast and wool blankets the fewesb 

number of yarns per inch both before and after laundering, 

except that laundered acrilan blankets contained sliht1y 

more fillingwise yarns tnan the wool blankets. 

mH 4 b-n n n 

kil blankets decreased in thickness after the removal 

of nap. bout one-third of the thickness of a blanket 

was removed as nap. greater thickness of nap was re- 

moved from the unlaundered than the launderea bianke;s, 

probably as a result of the matting of the blaaet in 

laundering; however, the differences were small. 

wool blankets averaged the triickest and Acrilan 
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blankets were the thinnest except that the Orlon blankets 

unlaundered and with nap were 0.003 inch thickex' than 

the corresponding wool blankets. 

Both with and without nap three odt of' four of the 

acrylic blankets decreased in thickness while three out 

of tour of the ool blankets increased in thickness aft'r 

laundering. The increase in both the thickness and the 

yarn count of wool blankets was associated with shrinkage. 

Breaking Strength 

All of the blankets decreased in strength per inch 

and per yarn as a result of the removal of na;. However, 

two wool blaukots with Liap and one Orlon blanket and one 

wool blanket without nap decreased slightly in strength 

per inch after laundering. 

,bout one-third of the blankets had uillingwise 

strength below 20 pounds per inch, the ìinimurn suggested 

by Edwards (14). 

On the basis of mean strength of blankets of each 

fiber content, the Orlon blankets w ;re the strongest per 

inch and per yarn both with and without nap before 

laundering and with nap after 10 launderings. Acrilan 

blankets were strongest per yarn without nap after 10 

launderings. 

There was no consistent trend in differences between 

percentage decrase in strength per yarn in Ac.r. ilan and 



wool blankets from denapping when laundered s eopared 

with unlaundered. In three cases &ton Orlon blankets 

the percentage decrease in strength per yarn was greater 

when unlaundered tuan wben laundered. There was consid- 

erable variation among the mean decreases in breaking 

strength as a result of denapping. 

All except three of the blankets (two with and. three 

without nap) increased in breaking strength per yarn 

after 10 launderings. In the majority of cases the a.ns 

in strength were appreciable, the exceptions being one 

Orlon blanket and two wool blankets. There was a high 

degree of variability in mean gains and. losses in 

strength both with and without nap among blankets of 

each fiber composition. 

It would. seem that some factor besides matting of 

the nap was associated cith the increase in breaking 

strength per yrn after laundering. If only the matting 

of th nap had been responsible for increased. strength 

per yar.i, blankets without nap would not have been ex- 

pected to ìncrease in breaking strength. Observation 

through a low powered. microscope revealed no observable 

difference between the nap that had not and could not be 

removed from the yarns. 

Further study is needed to determine more defi- 

nitely what changes in the blankets are associated. with 
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the increase in breaking strenth after laundering. 

It is recconinended that a future stu.dy might include 

further microscopic study and check compressional re- 

silience. 
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TABLE 1 

3IGIFICAiT DI'ìO i Lr CJiT 
T.:T?ri i?7T flJT. TTrï?irn PT. 'TÍ7n. 

With Iap Jithout Nap 
1,3 1% 

level level level level 

A B C À B C A BC A B C i3lanlcet 
Acrilan 
acrylic i X 

2 X X 
3 X 
¿I- 

Orlon 
acrylic 5 X 

6 X X 
7 X X XXX 

Wool 
8 
9X1 

XX X 
X X X 

lo X X X X X X 
U X X. X X X 
12 X X xl X x 

* A B and. C - are individual blankets of each line. 

f X indicates significant differences on basis of t 
test. 
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TABLE 2 

3IGTIi?iC .NI DIREiCES BT'.N T.LCi(N&3 
OF LAUNDERED ATTD TL!Ti!DERED BLANKETS 

With Nap Without Nap 

1ove1 level leveL_ level 

B1ankt A Ji C B C A B C A B C 

Acrilan 
acrylic i X X 

X X X X 
3 X X 
4 X X 

Orlon 
acrylic 5 X 

6X X X 
7 XX X X 
8 X X X X 

¶,Jool 9 X X 
lo X X X X X 
li X X X 

- "r ________ ___________ ____________ ___________ À .i. 

* A B and. C - are individual blankets of each line. 

t X indicates significant differences on basis of 
test. 
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I21 ETJ 1111G 3TiEiTU* 
C T.JTDTD :D Im L,ATr?TrniRED RT,TTPS 

Jith Nap Without Nap 

level level level 
li6 

level 
A**B C A B C A B C A B C ila:ct 

Acrilan 
acrylic i X X 

2 X X X X 
3 :: X X X X 
k X X X X X 

Orlon 
acrylic 5 X X 

6X X X X X 
7 X X X X X X 
8 

Wool 9 
lO X X X 
11 X 
12 X X X 

* Breaking streng:Gh per inch 

** A B an C - are individual blankets of each line. 

t X indicates significant differences on basis of 
test. 




